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Do some relaxing practice for calming your nerves and

grounding yourself before the filming - go for a walk,

dance, meditate, play with your pet
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The  night before set up your intention, designing

how you would like to experience tomorrows

shooting in your environment

In the morning right after the waking up continue

creating your experience with filming

Have a nice meal, so that your stomach does not cry

for food and does not draw your attention

unnecessarily

Bring your notes, make some last remarks

Put the post-its with notes and paper sheets in their

positions



Check your wardrobe, makeup and hair. Inspect

forehead and chin. Do not forget about lipstick or lip

balm. For special video shooting, I put perfumes also.

It adds some extra confidence!

Check the room temperature and make sure it's comfy

for you. When it's too cold you may have a running or

red nose... When it's too warm the makeup will have

trouble to sit in one place and some wardrobe spots

might become tricky. You don't want to think about it,

so make sure you are comfy.
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Prepare your water or hot drink. I make my best tea!

You do not want be thirsty during your filming. It's

your first aid kit. 

Connect all the elements of your filming equipment

together (video, sound, power, connectivity etc)



Make a test for your sound, making sure your
recording will be audible. If you shoot with Zoom, use
their audio test. In the left bottom corner of your
Zoom screen there's an icon of the microphone.
Open the arrow and go to Test Speaker &Microphone
function. 

Put a big clock at your sight, so you can check the time
while recording. Sometimes we lose a sense of time.
With longer videos, it's important to stay focused and
on track. The clock helps! 
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Put a little post-it on the eye of the camera to
remember looking right into it for the intimate
connection with your viewers

Don't forget to use the bathroom. Again it's about
your comfort and focus on filming not other things.

Sit comfortably or stand in your set up and check if
everything that you need is in place. 



Take a few deep breaths and imagine the loving faces
of your viewers waiting for your material. Feel the
connection between you and concentrate on bringing
your energy back to you.

Try to record everything in one go. It makes
everything so super easy. While editing you need to
cut the unnecessary gigs from the beginning and the
end and you are done! 
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Hit the Record button and be awesome! Shine your
light! 

If you need to start more than once do not worry, just
keep talking and do not stop the recording. You will
cut the beginning and the end during the editing.

If you cannot shoot in one go, take two or three takes,
but not more than five. If you feel that it does not
work, take a break and come back after some time.

It's done! Congratulations...
It was not that hard, was it? 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/811031025983750/

